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Section 1: Introduction

Main Master Format Divisions & Subdivisions

07 00 00 Thermal and Moisture Protection
o 07 21 00 Thermal Insulation
o 07 33 00 Natural Roof Coverings
o 07 55 63 Green Roof Systems



32 00 00 Exterior Improvements
o 32 84 00 Planting Irrigation
o 32 91 00 Planting Preparation
o 32 92 00 Turf and Grasses
o 32 93 00 Plants
o 32 94 00 Planting Accessories

Brief Description
Vegetated green roofs are becoming increasingly popular in urban
landscape design. With the escalation of vertical construction, and the
emphasis on sustainability, green roofs are becoming as prevalent and
elaborate as the surrounding on-grade landscape. The specialization of the
green roof industry requires a competent and thoughtful estimate which takes
into account the intricacies required to provide an efficient and aesthetically
pleasing project, and at the same time capturing the costs associated with such
a specialized product. This paper will discuss the requirements for providing a
detailed and competent estimate for these complicated projects. These details
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will be presented from the point of view of an estimator who is preparing an
estimate as a subcontractor and installer. It will take into account a thorough
review of the plans and specifications, any specific challenges that may affect
production rates, direct and indirect costs associated with the project, logistics,
seasonal limitations and schedule affecting the project. In addition it will cover
general means and methods for completion of the project. The following
assumptions are taken into account, the drawings are at construction
document (CD) level, and that the estimator is using digital takeoff and
estimating software.

Section 2: Types and Methods of Measurement
There are various methods and quantity take-offs for measuring the
various elements on a green roof project. Quantity takeoff for a vegetated green
roof can be measured in several ways including Square Feet (SF), Cubic Feet
(CF), Cubic Yards (CY), Tons (TON), Count (EA), and Linear Feet (LF).
Area takeoff is used to measure the SF area of a particular area section
to be planted. An area takeoff can also be used to quantify other areas that will
receive different materials. The initial SF takeoff will then be converted to the
appropriate quantity and unit based on the type of material. For example, an
area takeoff can be used to quantify the initial SF of an area designated to
receive polystyrene foam insulation. The known quantity can then be converted
to CF, based on the depth required per plan. An area takeoff will also be used
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to quantify the root barrier, protection fabric, drainage layer, and filter layer in
a built up system.
If the system requires a modular tray system as opposed to a built up
system, than an area takeoff will be required and later converted to an EA
quantity based on the specifications of the proposed system. The modular
system can be produced in various size trays, and can be adapted to fit within
a specific layout. Additionally, an area takeoff is required to determine the
amount of planting medium required in both the built up system, and modular
tray system. The area for the planting medium is converted to CY or TON,
depending on the required material and depth noted on the plans. A
compaction factor needs to be considered when calculating volume of planting
medium. Typically, the soil supplier can provide a compaction factor to take
into account, which could be anywhere from 15-20% of the total volume.
The area takeoff (SF) is also used to quantify the amount of mulch
required to cover the planting beds. Typically, green roofs will incorporate the
use of a wood fiber mulch or rock mulch. Pine straw mulch which is typically
used in an on-grade landscape application is too light, and is susceptible to
blowing away with high winds on an elevated roof.
Finally, there is typically metal edging that helps separate landscape
areas from hardscape areas on the green roof. Metal edging is measured in LF,
and when calculating, overlap needs to be considered as the metal edging
overlaps anywhere from 6-8” at the joints between pieces.
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Plant material takeoff is determined by how the architect identifies the
material on the plans. If the architect designs the plans with individual
symbols, the estimator will quantify the plant material with a count takeoff
(EA). If the architect identifies the landscape material by species specific
planting areas, the estimator will quantify the plants with an area (SF) takeoff.
The estimator will then convert the area to individual plants using industry or
company specific calculations based on the on-center spacing identified on the
plans.
An owner or architect will occasionally incorporate the use of an
automatic irrigation system for the planted areas. The items associated with an
irrigation system can be quantified in several ways. The layout of pipe, sleeves,
and wiring is measured in Linear Feet (LF). If subsurface drip irrigation is
required, an area (SF) takeoff of the required areas can be performed, and later
converted to LF of drip tubing based upon on-center requirements identified by
the irrigation designer. Control valves, isolation valves, quick coupler valves,
and spray heads will be measured by a count takeoff (EA). The irrigation
controller and point of connection will also be measured by a count (EA)
takeoff.
Section 3: Specific Factors to Consider in Takeoff and Pricing
Logistics and Access
From a logistics standpoint, estimating a vegetated green roof on an
elevated deck is more complex than estimating an on-grade landscape area.
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The most important concern is delivering and staging the required materials to
the roof deck where the work will be performed. In most cases materials such
as planting media, drainage aggregate, and mulch will be provided by the
material supplier in bags or sacks. Each sack will hold approximately 1.5 Tons
or CY dependent on the material. The sacks can be hoisted by crane on to the
roof deck and staged, or dumped directly into the work area. It is imperative
that the estimator understand when the contractor’s tower crane will be
removed in relation to schedule of the work to be performed. If the tower crane
will not be available at the time of construction of the green roof, the estimator
will need to include the cost of a crane rental to move materials onto the roof
deck. The cost of the crane needs to be determined during the bid process as to
not create any unnecessary cost surprises once the contract has been awarded.
There are several factors that will affect the cost of the crane including, what
floor the roof deck is on, if there are any overhead obstructions to clear, weight
of the loads being lifted, and the number of mobilizations required. All of these
factors need to be considered when calculating the price of the crane.
There are other means for delivering planting medium, mulch, and
drainage aggregates to the roof deck, but there are limitations. Bulk landscape
materials can be blown onto to the roof deck, but the process is limited by the
height above grade of roof deck, and the position of the deck in relation to the
to the position of the blower truck. Either method used will add cost to the
estimate in the form of slower production, direct costs of the crane rental,
truck blower, and sacks for the bulk materials.
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Another option for delivering materials onto a roof deck is by use of the
contractors buck hoist. The buck hoist has it’s limitation as well, and will add
cost to the estimate in the form of slower production, and the amount of
material that can be loaded into the hoist at one time. Bulk materials are not
applicable with the use of a buck hoist, and all materials will need to be
palletized. The amounts of time to load the hoist, travel in the hoist, and
unload the hoist to the appropriate work area must be considered in the
estimate. The estimator needs to know the location of the hoist in relation to
the work area as it will take added time to move the materials from the hoist to
the work area.
Whether using the tower crane, mobile crane, or buck hoist the estimator
must determine the logistics of materials delivery at the street level. Many
vegetated green roof projects are located in urban environments, and along
busy travel corridors. It is imperative to know before the estimate is prepared if
there are any special requirements for traffic control, lane closures, and
delivery times. If the green roof contractor is responsible for providing traffic
control and lane closures, than the cost for those services need to be included
in the estimate. Material delivery time is often mandated by the contractor or
owner as night time or early morning deliveries. Delivery times need to be
taken into account, and any overtime costs included in the estimate.

Geographic Location and Seasonal Effect on Work
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The geographic location of a project and the seasonal effect on the work
can impact the cost of the green roof project. In higher temperatures,
production rates are impacted and construction tends to slow down. On an
elevated roof deck, the temperatures can be magnified, and there is limited
shade, and exposure to the elements effect production. The hotter
temperatures during the day can lead to more night work, and increased
overtime work. Conversely, projects located in more moderate climes will have
milder temperatures during the day. This factor increases production and cut
down on the amount of night work required.
Colder climate projects will impact production rates as well. Cold weather
naturally slows production of both man and machine. On an elevated roof
deck, exposure to the elements will limit production and be detrimental to the
safety of the employee. The work schedule must be taken into consideration
when estimating the work, and production premiums should be included
depending on the geographic location and the time of year that the work will be
performed.

Coordination with Other Trades
Working on a roof deck often means working in a smaller work area with
many different trades working concurrently. It is important to have qualified
supervision and crew members that can work effectively with other tradesmen.
Having multiple trades working in a small space may limit the areas of work
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that are ready to receive the vegetated green roof. For instance, irrigation pipe
and wiring will be run through the interior of the building. It is important to
know which areas to be planted and irrigated are ready so the crews can be
scheduled accordingly. If specific areas will not be ready, and the sequencing of
the work is not concurrent, than multiple mobilizations may be required.
Multiple mobilizations will add cost to the estimate, so it is imperative to know
beforehand.
The coordination with the waterproofing contractor is another area of
concern when preparing the estimate. Knowledge of the waterproofing
subcontractor’s scope of work is important, and could cause a potential scope
gap or overlap if there is not appropriate coordination between the trades.
Depending on the type of system required for the green roof, some elements of
the green roof system may be picked up in the waterproofing scope. If this is
the case, and the green roof subcontractor carries the same portions in their
scope it could cause an overlap of scope. This would add unnecessary costs to
the general contractor, and could price the green roof subcontractor out of the
job. Conversely, if the contractor makes the assumption that the water proofer
is picking up a specific scope, but in reality it is the responsibility of the green
roof contractor, than it could cost the subcontractor during the construction
process. It is crucial that the estimator qualify what is included or excluded in
his bid so as to avoid this problem. A detailed scope meeting with the general
contractor’s representative, one who is knowledgeable of the waterproofing
scope, is an important aspect of the bid process.
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Impact of Working Hour Requirements on the Estimate
Occasionally, projects in urban and high rise environments will require
off –hour or shift work hours. These restrictions are often mandated by the
owner, general contractor, or municipality. It is important to know the work
hour restrictions during the bid process. Night work will add labor cost to the
estimate in the form of shift differential, and overtime pay. Material deliveries
will most likely be night time or early morning deliveries. The estimator must
communicate the delivery schedule with the supplier during the quote
solicitation process, any cost associated with night time, or early morning
deliveries needs be included in the estimate.

Section 4: Overview of labor, material, equipment, indirect costs, and
approach to mark-ups.
Labor for a vegetated green roof is calculated on a per hour basis, based
on a 40 hour work week. The estimator must determine if the work will be off
hours, and apply the appropriate per hour wage rate. Prevailing wage rates are
seldom seen in the vegetated green roof market due to most projects being
privately funded. In the rare case that the project does require prevailing wage
rates, than the estimator shall adjust the estimate accordingly, based upon the
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prevailing wage sheet included as part of the bid documents. The estimator
must examine the bid documents closely for any items not normally included
in a typical project. For instance, often contractors or owners will choose to
enroll the subcontractor in their insurance program. In this case the estimator
must examine the manual provided by the contractor that explains the
subcontractor insurance program. The manual will identify what insurance
costs are covered by the program, and the estimator will deduct the
appropriate costs of insurance required.
Material costs are based on the quantity survey performed by the
estimator. Discrepancies between the survey and the plant list or legend often
occur. These discrepancies should be brought to the attention of the general
contractor prior to submission of the bid. The general contractor can direct the
estimator which quantities take precedence. Material price quotations are
solicited from material vendors based on the quantity survey or material
legend. The estimator must verify shipping costs and include these costs in the
estimate. Material suppliers that will be solicited for a vegetated green roof
include, but are not limited to: Plant material, planting medium, drainage
aggregates, mulch, drainage layer materials, filter fabrics, metal edging,
irrigation materials, and vegetated green roof trays.
Equipment requirements are typically minimal in a green roof project.
With the exception of a crane rental (if required), most of the work will be
performed using various small tools. With the weight requirements of the roof
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deck, and small spaces, most construction equipment is not applicable on a
green roof project. Most of the work can be performed using various small tools
or by hand, but this will add costs to the estimate in the form of slower
production. If the general contractor’s crane or buck hoist will not be available,
the green roof contractor will be required to provide their own method of
conveyance to the roof deck. It is crucial that the estimator identify the
availability of the means of conveyance to the roof deck prior to the bid date.
Material conveyance will add costs and need to be accounted for in the
estimate.
Lastly there are additional indirect costs that are to be included in the
bid. These costs include any permits required, parking fees, material taxes,
supervision, project management, and bonds.
Once all of the direct costs are calculated, production rates estimated,
and all indirect costs are assembled into the estimate, management will review
the estimate and assign the appropriate markup to apply to the estimate. The
manager will take into consideration the risks factors associated with the
project, current backlog and project schedule, and the level of competition
involved in the bid process. These factors will determine the amount of markup
applied to the estimate.
Section 5: Special Risk Considerations
Working on an elevated roof deck is inherently risky, both financially and
physically. A vegetated green roof project can be financially risky due to factors
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effecting production such as weather, geographic location, material
conveyance, and working in a small space with other trade contractors. The
estimator must accurately estimate the amount of production required to
efficiently perform the work and provide a competitive bid.
Physical risks are increased as well when working on a green roof. It is
important to assigns work crews, based on the particular project. The crews
will require a higher level of specialization than the typical crew, and will need
to include workmen that are knowledgeable of the safety considerations
involved in working on a roof deck. This in turn will add cost to the estimate,
with the increase in specialization there will also be an increase in wage rate.

Section 6: Ratios and Analysis – Testing the Bid
Vegetated green roof projects can differ drastically for project to project.
Therefore it is not possible to formulate estimates based on standard unit
rates. Each project has special considerations that will affect the unit prices.
However, tracking past green roof projects can help provide historical data
which can be used to test unit rates. The estimator will need to factor in the
special circumstances of the current project, and not rely on the historical data
alone. Based on previous unsuccessful bids and contractor feedback, the
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estimator can make adjustments to markup and indirect costs that could
create a more competitive bid. It is useful to construct and keep a database of
projects lost and projects won. After the database is populated with several
bids, the estimator can easily track trends in pricing that will benefit future
estimates.

Section 7: Conclusion
Vegetated green roofs are growing in popularity among urban projects.
With more projects being constructed vertically and lack of green space
available at the grade level, a vegetated green roof is a space that can be
created to add a landscape experience for the owner. With the continued
advancement of LEED certification, green spaces are important elements of the
certification and can be obtained through a vegetated green roof. It is crucial
that current estimators, as well as future estimators be able to accurately
estimate green roof projects.
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Section 8: Sample Plan and Details

Figure 1
Figure 1 shows a typical elevated green roof. There are several types of plant
material including, trees, shrubs, and groundcovers. The estimator would use
area (SF) takeoffs for the planting medium area, mulch area, groundcover area,
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and green roof system (drainage layer, filter fabric, geofoam). The area takeoffs
would need to be converted, in necessary, in the estimate to the appropriate
unit. The trees and shrubs would be taken off by using an individual count
(EA). The estimator would also need to determine delivery access, and roof
access.

Figure 2

Figure 2 shows a detail of a built up green roof system. Profiles differ slightly
between manufacturers, but this detail shows a typical system. It is important
to note where the scope of work for the green roof subcontractor originates.
Typically it will begin at the drainage layer and move up through the filter
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fabric/root barrier, and planting medium. Sometimes the general
subcontractor will require the green roof contractor to pick up the insulation
layer as well. The drainage layer will be taken off in an area takeoff (SF), and
the insulation foam and planting medium will be taken in off in an area takeoff
(SF), and then converted to the appropriate volume quantity (CF or CY).
Section 9: Sample Estimate (This takeoff and estimate is not reflective of
the plans shown in figure 1)
Figure 3 Sample Takeoff
Description
TREES
Ornamental Tree 2" Caliper
Deciduous Tree 2" Caliper
Evergreen Tree 8' Height

Quantity Unit
5
8
15

EA
EA
EA

SHRUBS
7 Gallon Shrub
3 Gallon Shrub
1 Gallon Shrub

65
85
250

EA
EA
EA

GROUNDCOVER
4" Pot Groundcover

500

EA

TURF
Synthetic Turf

2500

SF

PLANTING MEDIUM
Tree Planting Area
Shrub Planting Area
Groundcover Planting Area

200
2500
3500

SF
SF
SF

MULCH
Hardwood Mulch 3" Deep
Mexican Beach Pebbles

6200
500

SF
SF

EDGING
Aluminum Edging 3/16" x 6"

250

LF

IRRIGATION
Irrigated Area

6200

SF
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Figure 4 Sample Estimate
Description

QTY

Unit

5
8
15

EA
EA
EA

$417.80
$292.81
$317.81

$2,089.00
$2,342.48
$4,767.15

SHRUBS
7 gallon Shrubs
3 Gallon Shrubs
1 Gallon Shrubs

65
85
250

EA
EA
EA

$29.69
$16.11
$7.35

$1,929.85
$1,369.35
$1,837.50

GROUNDCOVER
4" Pot Groundcover

500

EA

$2.81

$1,405.00

2500

SF

$13.00

$32,500.00

825
2500
2500
31

CF
SF
SF
TNS

$5.88
$2.94
$0.55
$66.73

$4,851.00
$7,350.00
$1,375.00
$2,068.63

TREE PLANTING AREA
Polystyrene Foam Insulation 4"
Depth
Drainage Layer
Filter Fabric
Lightweight Planting Medium 24"
Depth

67
200
200

CF
SF
SF

$5.88
$2.94
$0.55

$393.96
$588.00
$110.00
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CY

$101.73

$1,525.95

SHRUB PLANTING AREA
Polystyrene Foam Insulation 4"
Depth
Drainage Layer
Filter Fabric
Lightweight Planting Medium 12"
Depth

825
2500
2500

CF
SF
SF

$5.88
$2.94
$0.55

$4,851.00
$7,350.00
$1,375.00

93

CY

$101.73

$9,460.89

1155
3500

CF
SF

$5.88
$2.94

$6,791.40
$10,290.00

TREES
Ornamental Trees 2" Caliper
Deciduous Tree 2" Cal
Evergreen Tree 8' Height

TURF
Synthetic Turf
Polystyrene Foam Insulation 4"
Depth
Drainage Layer
Filter Fabric
Sand layer 2" Depth

GROUNDCOVER PLANTING
AREA
Polystyrene Foam Insulation 4"
Depth
Drainage Layer

Unit Price

Total
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Filter Fabric
Lightweight Planting Medium 6"
Depth

3500

SF

$0.55

$1,925.00

65

CY

$101.73

$6,612.45

MULCH
Hardwood Mulch 3" Dp-6,200 SF
Mexican Beach Pebbles

58
500

CY
SF

$68.45
$10.94

$3,970.10
$5,470.00

EDGING
Aluminum Edging 3/16" x 6"

250

LF

$10.61

$2,652.50

6200

SF

$1.10

$6,820.00

CONVEYANCE
Hoisting Labor (400 MH)
Crane Rental

1
13

LS
DAYS

$9,380.48
$3,500.00

$9,380.48
$45,500.00

MANAGEMENT
Project Management
Supervision

10
20

DAYS
DAYS

$369.00
$552.00

$3,690.00
$11,040.00

TRAFFIC CONTROL
Lane Closure Permits
Flagmen (2 EA/DAY)

13
13

DAYS
DAYS

$2,000.00
$240.00

$26,000.00
$3,120.00

BID SUBTOTAL:
Material Sales Tax 8%
Overhead and Indirect Costs
16%
Profit 15%
Payment and Performance
Bond 1%
BID TOTAL:

$232,801.69
$6,005.36

IRRIGATION
Irrigated Areas

$38,209.13
$35,821.06
$3,128.37
$315,965.61

